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This report is divided i n t o  two separate sections. The first section summarizes research 
activities aimed at developing my>erwindow prototypes for three BPA moriitored (RCDP 
Cvcle I I )  homes. The second ~ A o r i  summarizes the results of the monitoring effort 
&ring the 1989-1900 heating season o n  these three homes. 



Section I: 



A Superwindow Field Demonstration Program in 
Northwest Montana 

ABSTRACT 

Of all building envelope elements, windows always have had the highest heat loss rates. 
However, recent advances in window technologies such as low-emissivity (low-E) coatings and 
low-conductivity gas fillings have begun to change the status of windows in the building energy 
equation, raising the average R-value (resistarm to heat flow) from 2 to 4 h-Et2-’F,Ehu. Building 
on this trend and using a novel combination of low-E coatings, gas-fills, and three glazing layers, 
the authors developed a design concept for R-6 to R- 10 “super” windows. Three major window 
manufacturers produced prototype superwindows based on this design for testing and 
dernonstration in thee  utiMy-spon.wred and -monitored energy-consening homes in northwestern 
Montana. This paper disciisses the design and tested penPormance of these three windows and 
identifies areas requiring further research if these window concepts are to be successfully 
developed for mass markets. 

INTRODUCTEON 

Residential windows are generally expected to have high heat loss rates. Approximately 3% of 
U.S. energy consumption, or the equivalent of more than 1 million barrels of oil per day, is used 
to offset the heat lost through poorly insulated windows. During the energy crisis of the mid- 
1 9 7 0 ~ ~  double glazing replaced single glass as the standard residentid glazing system throughout 
most of the United Sta‘tes. Today, low-emissivity (low-E) coatings and low-conductivity gas fills 
are k i n g  added to double-glued windows to reduce radiative and conductive heat transfer. These 
technologies can upgrade the performance of a double-glazed window to m R-value (resistance to 
heat transfer) of 4 h-ft2-TDtu. 

However, windows with R-values higher than 4 can provide significant advantages, especially in 
heating-dominated climates. Simulation studies (Sullivan and Selkowitz, 1985) have shown that 
even north-facing R6 to RIO windows with shading coefficients greater than 8.5 (Le., at least half 
the solar heat gain of clear 1/8 in .  [3mm] glass) wi11 provide more useful solar heat gain than 
conductive losses in a typical resideiice in a northern climate, :hereby outperforming any  insulated 
wd1. Other advantages of high-R or superwindows &re higher winter interior glass swface 
temperatures, resulting in more comfohtable spaces and reduced occurrences of condensation, and 
the design freedom to use more and larger windows OBI all orientations. 

Recent research has focused on the development of superwindows using two low-emissivity 
coatings and low-conductivity gas fills. One such design, employing a krypton-based gas f i l l  and 
a non-structural, lightweight center glazing layer, is the subject o f  a patent application. I n w - E  
coatings facing each gap reduce radiative heat transfer between each pair of  glazing layers; Iobv- 
conductivity gas fills can then reduce conductive heat trander. Krypton’s low thermal conductivity 



permits an effective design with gap widths between 1/3 in. and 3/8 in. This limits the overaii 
width of the insulated g l a s  rlG) uni t  to a size that is compatible with contfentisnal sash and frame 
systems, an important consideriition for window manufacturers. The theory behind this specific 
design and results of thenrial and structural testing and analysis is described in  Arasteh et al. 
( 1989 ), To summarize, the work presented proved that: 

* windows with center-of-glass R-values between 6 and 1 0  can be mamfactured using the proper 
combination of Low-emissivity caahngs and low-conductivity gas-fills; 
two-dimensional thermai bridging at the window's edge, where high-R glazing units meet 
poorly insulating edge conditions, wilt decrease the. window's total performance; 
such units would not be more prone to breakage tkan conventional uriits; 
existing gas-filling processes :should be improved for this application (an improved gas-filling 
system is the subject of a current patent application); 
the potential for large quantities of cheaper luyptori will depend on a secure long-term demand; 
and 
the use of proper sealants will meate an edge essentially impervious to gas flow. 

A cross section of this design is shown in Figure 9 .  
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Many of the concepts behind this specific design can be applied to commercially available windows 
to produce superwindows that are relatively simple modifications of existing products. The focus 
of our work during this phase of the project was to work with industry to manufacture, test, and 
monitor prototype superwindows i n  order to accelerate market availability. To prove to 
researchers, consumers, and government and utility representatives that superwindows are feasible 
and to demonstrate their advantages, prototypes viere manufactured and installed in three energy- 
eftkierit demonstration houses built as part of the local utility's energy conservation research 
efforts in northwestern Montana i n  1988. Monitoring equipment was installed in  March 1989 to 
study the thermal performance of' these windows through the spring of 1990, On-site infrared 
video thermography and lab testing added to our data base on the perform;lnce of these windows. 
The intent of the detailed thennal testing was riot to judge one m:uunfacturer's products against 
;mother but to verify expected superwindc\w performance, verify the effectiveness of new 
components and designs, and compare field perf~rrtiance wirh lab tests and calculated 
performance. This paper discusses the results uf th is  demonstration project to date. 

DE S I (2 N AN A L YS 1 S W IT H S I M L.1 L AT 'II 0 N P R 0 G R A M S 

Thermal testing of an initial prototype superwindow in February 1987 (Arasteh et al. 1989) 
con finned our predictions of' center-of-glass U-values hut also pointed out how a window's overall 
perfomance can be degraded by both the significant fractional areas taken up by high-conductivity 
edges and frames and thermal bridging of insulating spacesi'by these high-conductivity elements. 
Finite element modeling show the magnitude and direction of heat transfer across different regions 
of a typical superwindow cross-section (Figures 2a and 2b). In the glass area away from the 
spacer and in the kame, the vectors indicate one-dimensional heat tmnsfer from a warm interior to 
a colder exterior. The size of the vectors in the frame are larger, indicating greater heat transfer. In 
the glass area near the spacers the vectors have a downward ccrmponent, showing heat drawn front 
the bottom edge of the glass, down to and across the spacer to the exterior. 

The model and computer code, ANSYS @eSalvo and Gorman 1987), used to generate the results 
for Figure 2 were also used to study the performance of sash design and alternative materials that 
could reduce edge-of-glass heat transfer. While prototype insulated spacers do exist, not enough 
was known about their long-term structural performance and moisture and gas permeabilities at the 
time of construction for the prototype manufacturers to use them with confidence. A more viable 
alternative for this project was to recess the spacers into the sash or, conversely, to build the sash 
profile up around the spacer. 

The importance of frame and edge effects is illustrated in Table 1, which shows center-of-glass, 
edge-of-glass, and total window U-values for a typical double-glazed window and a typical 
superwindow. Table 1 presents data for both a typical commercially available low-E window and 
a superwindow. While edge effects are significant for the low-E double-glazed case, they become 
much greater for the superwindow case. Note that edge-of-glass U-values are defined here in  
accordance with the methodology presented in  the 1989 ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals 
(ASHKAE 1989) and are representative of the glass area within 2.5 in.  of the window's sightline. 
The total window U-values axe representative of a typical residential window measuring 4 ft.  by 3 
f t ,  wi th  a center mullion (ASHRAE 1989). 

Results of this  finite element modeling work were presented to the rnani~f~iciurers who were to 
build the prototype superwindows. Using this information, some of the designs of the window 
protiuvts selccted for use were mcdifled. These changes are described in the following section. 



Figure 2a. Supcrwindaw cross scction with conven- 
tional edge design. hkral  spxcrs sepmtc three glazing 
layers in a wood sash. Interior gaps utilize low-E 
coatings. 

Figure 2b. Vector plot of two-dimensional heat 
transfer hror.igh the window cross section shown i n  
Figure 2a The warm interior is on the left, the cold 
exterior on the right. The size of the vccmrs denotes 
the magnitude of heat transfer, the m o w  the direction. 
Small  vectors may appear as dots. 

Table 1 .  Center-of-GPass and Edge-ofGIass U-Values 
for a Low-E Dsuble-(&m!d Fvindow and a Superwindow 

U-Vaiue in Btu/h-ftz-"F W/m*="C 

A I  Spacerl) 
even with In'' (12.7 mm) even with Y/2" (12.7 mm) 
s I g htl ine below sig,htline sighdim below sigh tlinc 

Low-E Double Glazing 
- center-of-glass 0.33 11.87) 
- edge-of-glass 0.47 (2.67) 
- total window?) 0.39 (2.21) 

0.33 (1.87) 
0.38 (2.16) 
0.36 (2.04) 

0.33 (1.87) 
0.35 (1.99) 
0.36 (2.03) 

0.33 (1.97) 
0.34 (1.93) 
0.35 (1.99) 

Superwindow 
- center-of-glass 0.10 m.59) 0.10 (0.59) 0.10 (0.59) 0.10 (0.59) 
- edge-of-glass 0.30 (1.68) 0.20 (1.11) 0.15 (0.83) 0.13 (0.74) 
- totalwindow*) 0.22 (1.19) 0.19 (1.08) 0.17 (0.97) 0.17 (0.97) 

1 ) Aluminum spacer, dual sealant. 
2 )  ASHRAE typical Residcntid Window, 3 f t .  x 4 ft. with center mullion. Wcmd framc with a U-vallt, ( J I  

0.4 Btu/h-fl*-*F (2.27 U'/m2-'C) for double-ghxd low-E wrndows and 0.3 Btu/h.ft2--"F ( 1 . 7 0  W/I,I: ( 

for the supwindows. 
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IQIGH*R WINDOW PROTOTYPES 

Three different prototypes were developed as part of this project. In each case, a manufacturer's 
typical low-E product was upgraded to a triple layer design incorporating two low-E coatings and a 
low-conductivity gas fill. Improvements were also made to the sash/fian.te to reduce edge-of-glass 
and frame heat transfer. These designs are described below: 

Type 1: The typical product manufactured by this company is a non-sealed double glazed product 
with one glazing layer fixed in a w d  (with aluminum cladding) sash and frame and an interior 
clip-on glazing with a pyrolitic low-E (e-0.15-0.22) coating facing the air space. Improvements to 
this system comprised replacing the exterior glazing layer with a low-E insulated glass unit filled 
with krypton/argon gas (80% to 9Q% Kr/20% to 10% Ar). The gap width of this unit  is 5/16 in., 
close to the optimum width for krypton and the maximum allowable in this sash design. The 
interior low-E storm panel was retained; because this is a removable panel the space cannot be gas- 
filled. The use of a wood stop instead of a conventional metal spacer between the 1G unit and the 
interior stonn panel significantly reduced edge-of-glass heat transfer. A schematic of this design in  
shown in Figure 3a. 

Type 2: This manufacturer's typical product, like many others, is a low-E IG uni t  in a wood 
sash/frarne. Typically, the IG unit's overall width i s  about 0.75 in .  although the sash profiles can 
accommodate slightly wider configurations. To improve, on this design, the low-E IG uni t  was 
replaced with a triple-glazed un i t  1 .0  in. wide. This improved IC uni t  had low-E coatings on the 
#2 and #5 surfaces (e=O.O8) and the 5/16 in.gas gaps were filled with 90% krypton/lO% argon. 
To reduce edge-of-glass heat transfer, vinyl strips were added to the vinyl cladding, i n  effect 
submerging the metal spacers 1/2 in.  helow the sightline. Figure 3b is a schematic of this design. 

Type 3: The typical product manufactured by this company and its associates is a double-glazed 
window with a thin, low-E coated plastic film stretched between the glazing layers. Because this 
design already has two gaps, usually near the optimum width (3/8 in. in this case), all that was 
needed was the addition of a second low-E surface and krypton-based gas fill. (The gas-filling 
technique used here results in an 80% krypton/20% air gas-fill.) The second low-E coating was 
created by coatirig the second surface of the plastic film; the same effect could be achieved by 
utilizing one light of low-E glass. Typically, IC; units manufactured by this process are used in all 
frame types* For this project, however, an insulating frame manufactured from a fiberglass shell 
and filled wi th  loose fiberglass insulation was used. The conductivity of this frame system is 
lower than that of a wood frame. Although this techniques was not used in these windows, the IG 
units can be imbedded in the sash to reduce edge-of-glass heat transfer. Figure 3c is a schematic s f  
this design. 

RCDP FU?'URE HOMES DEMONS'rlRAT'ION PROJECT 

Borineville Power Adminismation (BPA), the Pacific Northwest's electrical utility company has, in  
recent years, actively encouraged construction o f  energy-efficient electrically heated homes, 
BPA's Residential Construction Demonstration Project (KCDP), begun i n  1986, has supported the 
construction and monitoring of approxirnately 4(X) model hor-nes built to the Model Conservation 
S tmdards (MCS) of the Northwest Power Planning Council. These standards incorporate state- 
c.&the-art energy-conseiving technologies and construction practices. I n  1987, RPA added a 
''Future Houses" demonstration program to the RCDP program t o  develop and test innovative 
energy-efficient features. In  1988 a n d  19x9, five of these fii t i~re houses were built and equipped 
with tnonitsring system: arid three were selected to incorporate the superwindows developed as 
part of this project. 
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Figure 3u,  Type 1 control and supcrwindow cross scctions, 

Figure 3b.  T y p c  2 conlrol and supcnvindow cross scxons .  

Tjye 3:  LOW-^ Tvue 3: Superwindow 
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Figure 3c ,  T y p e  3 conuol and  supcwirltlow cross scctions, 
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While the direct impact of these 400 homes and 50+ superwindows on the Northwest's energy 
usage is small, these programs are effective in heightening public awareness of the energy savings 
and more comfortable living spaces that are possible, in  evaluating the effectiveness of new 
technologies and techniques, and in teaching home-builders and their crews energy-conserving 
construction practices, 

RESULTS OF WINDOW TESTING 

As part of this project, the performance of the prototype superwindows was evaluated using all 
available analysis tools, laboratory testing procedures, and field testing procedures, Calculational 
procedures and laboratory tests are helpful in understanding glazing heat transfer processes, in 
serving as references, and in developing new prducts but windows should also be tested under 
realistic environmental conditions to validate overall performance and to pinpoint areas of' needed 
research, 
The original superwindow design that was modified by the three manufacturers was developed 
using the WINDOW 3.1 program (Lawrence Berkeley Labratory 1988; Arasreh et al. 1987). 
Finite element modeling using the ANSYS program allowed the authors to more accurately 
understand two-dimensional heat transfer effects in these window designs and to predict total 
window U-values. Table 2 reports WINDOW 3JANSYS results for the three window types 
under standard ASHRAE winter conditions of 70°F indoors; nighttime, 0°F outdoors, and a 15 
mph wind (ASHKAE 1989). 

These windows were also tested in LBL's Mobile Window Thermal Test (MoWi'IT) Facility in 
order to measure actual field performance. This facility can accurately measure heat flows through 
windows exposed to outdoor conditions (Klerns 1985; Klems and Keller 1986). This facility 
consists of two mom-size chambers and a control room, Field tests for these three superwindows 
under winter conditions in Reno, NV are also reported in Table 2. Each window was tested for 
approximately one week. Nighttime U-values were corrected for ASHRAE standard winter 
conditions and for possible infiltration into the facility's chambers and are reported in Table 2, 
Heat fluxes measured are a function of both the conductance (U-value) of the sample and the 
temperature difference across the sample. Because the conductivities of these superwindows are 
quite low and because temperature differences are dependent on weather conditions, sample heat 
flows sometimes dropped into the 10 to 15 W range under milder winter conditions. (This was 
especially true during tests of types 1 and 2.) As a result, the experimental for the U-values is 
about e o %  (Klems, to be published). Nevertheless, there is general agreement between measured 
performance and calculated results. 

Laboratory testing i s  commonly wed for regulatory agency certification of windows and by 
manufacturers to test design modifications. Table 2 reports some superwindow laboratory 
performance data, 

For Type I ,  the lab tested overall window U-value of 0.27 is slightly higher than the calculated 
value and within the range of MoWitt measured field performance. Operators at this laboratory 
reported t h a t  their tested U-values are usually slightly higher than  similar values from other 
laboratories. The Type 2 window was tested at three different laboratories with different results, 
all within the range of calculated and MoWitt tests. Finally, while there were no lab tests made on 
the Type 3 window, calculated and MsWiTT field measurements agree well. 

During the spring of 1989, when cc~nstniction of some of the RCDP homes was completed and the 
homes were occupied, an infrared video imaging system was used to study the actual perfonnance 
of these windows. This system protiuced images showing interior and exterior wall/window 
siirfiice temperatures. These images were post-processed to produce useful data. For example, 
average center-of-glass areit temperatures, a s  shown i n  Table 3, show good agreement with 
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WINDOW 3.1 predicted temperatures under the stme environmentul conditions, The proper 
calculation of surface temperatures indicates proper' heat transfer citlculation rates. Furthermore, 
window surface temperatures are directly related to occupant comfort, Under cold winter 
conditions, superwindows will trave significantly higher interior surface temperatures and produce 
Iess draught than conventional windows. Occupants of both  of these houses, who had spent one 
winter with both the low-E control windows and superwindows, emphasized that they felt much 
more comfortable next to the superwindows. 

Table 2, Calculated and Measured 
Superwindow Center-of-(ilass (COG) and 

Total window (Total) U-values 

U-values in Btu/h-ft2-'F (W/m2-T) 

WINDOW 3, l/ANSYS2) 0.17 (0,97) 0.26 (1 $47) 0,12 (0.68) 0,17 (0,97) 0.15 (0,85) 0,22 ( 1 2 5 )  

Laboratory 
Lab 1 (AAMA) 
Lab 2 (AAMA) 
Lab 3 (AAMpa) 
],ab4 (ASTM) 

0.27 (1.51) 
0.15 (0.85) 
022 ( 1  $25) 
0,18 (1.02) 

0.25 2 0.04 
(1.60 -t 0.21) 

0.23 +, 0.03 
(1.28 t. 0.18) 

0,22 * 0,w 
(1.26 t_ 020) 

~- ~ 

ulations and MoWiIT  tests uses a wood frame that extends I )  Type 3 Window used for WlNDOW 3.1/ANSYS ca 
0,5 in. over the spacer's sightline, 

2) Window sizes are 3 ft, x 4 f t ,  with wood frames of varying dimensions, 

Table 3. Measured (infrared video camera) vs. WINDOW 3.1 (W3) 
61: en t e P - o f- G I ass S u r fa ce Te m per at u res for S u pe r w in d ow s 8 n d 

Con t roE (Low-E Double-Glazed) Windows 

Double Glazing-Typc 1 68,7 63.5 
( 2 0 3  ( I  7.5)  

64.4 
( 18.0) 

37 .o 
(2 .8 )  

10-15 mph wind 
(5-7 m/s wind) 

Superwindow-Type 1 68.7 59,s 
(20,s j (1 5 3 )  

fA) .4 
(1 5.8) 

38.3 
(3 .5 )  

37.6 
(3.1) 

35.6 
(2s)) 

10-15 mph wind 
(5-7 m/s wind) 

Double Gluing-Type 2 72.3 68.9 
(22.4) (20,5) 

68.9 
(20.5) 

C j  .6 
(18.1) 

37.6 
(3.1) 

no wind 
(no wind) 

Supcnvindow-Type 2 72.3 65.1 
(22.4) ( 1  8.4 j 

no wind 
(no  wind) 

I )  Ti = interior air tcmperatui-c; Tg., = iirtcrior glass surface tcmpcrature; Tg = outdoor glass surface tcrnperaiurc; 
T, = cxtcrior air tcmperaturc. 
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Temperature sensors and heat fllmx meters were installed on both control windows and 
superwindows in the three RCDP homes in March and ApnI of 1989. These data will he collected 
and stsred evefy hour for one year. An analysis of thest: data in 1990 will give us furthler insight 
into these window.' performance. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The commercialization and widespread use of superwindows represents an opponuni ty to reduce 
U.S. oil consumption by almost one million barrels of oil per day (American Council for an 
Energy-Efficient Economy, 1986). With th is energy savings conies an architectural freedom to use 
larger window areas on any orientation of a building. Supenvindows will almost always be free of 
condensation and Erose and much niore cmnfortable for the occupant. Our research efforts to date 
in this fieid have included: 

developing a prototype desig for a superwindow utilizing commercially available components, 
verifying our initial perfomiance calculations with lahratory and field measurements, 
identifying manufacturing issues and working with industry to solve these en1;ineering 
problems, lind 

* involving major wiadow manufacturers in the production of prototype high-R window for use 
in utility demonstration pmjects. ManuFicturers which supplied prototypes are now (xntinoing 
work in this field to determine whether they will offer :;uA pruri~dts to the consumer. 

Further eff'ons by researchers, industry, utilities, and representatives of window ::mrs are 
necessary before large-scale comeruialization of superwindow s can be successful. 

To a--+izve R 6  to R l O  for the complete window, edge and frame heat loss around today's 
supewindows must be reduced. The use of alternative frame and edge materials as well as 
alternative energy-conscious designs using both conventional and new materials is an area of 
cmen t research. 

Wkde different methods of testing window pex-krrnance (calculations, labratmy tests, field tests, 
and infrared thermography) all show that superwindows perform significantly better than 
conventional doubleglazed low-E windows, determination of a window's absolute pmhmance 
depends on the testing procedure and individual tmt set-up. This issue is exacerbated in the case s f  
superwindows since heat flows measured through them are significantly less than conventional 
window products, making the differences &tween designs and R-values that much mere difticullt 
to determine. 

Bxause of the c~i r rent  supply and dernmd for krypton, supplies for large-scale wilndow use at 
reasonable prices are limited. kojects such as this one, which demonstrate the effectiveness of 
krypton-filled units, are intended to help connect window manufacturers with specialty gas 
companies in order to solve this problem. 

Windows have brig been neglected by much of the building industry and the public as having the 
potentid to be better insulators. C U R ~ T I ~  building codes and many design tools intended to help 
architects, engineers, builders, and homeowners decide on the proper window type are often out of 
date and  do not  reflect the potential of today's state-of-the-art products, let alone toma-raw's 
superwindows. [Jtilities arid p u b k  agencies must rherefore sponsor professional. education 
progmrns and support development a f  wcumte in fmmf io ra  for updating building codes, 
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Abstract 

Simulation studies have shown that highly inylating windows with moderate solar 
transmittances (R values greater than 6 hr-ft -F/Btu and shading coefficients 
greater than 0.5) can outperform insulated walls on any orientation, even in a 
northern U S .  climate. Such superwindows achieve this feat by admitting more 
useful solar heat gains during the heating season than energy lost through 
conduction, convection and infrared radiation. To test this conclusion, three new 
homes in northern Montana were equipped with prototype superwindows designed 
and manufactured in  conjunction with three national window manufacturers. The 
thermal performance of these windows was monitored over the 1989-1990 heating 
season. Results indicate that the glazed areas of wpenvinchws can in fact 
outperform insulated walls an obstructed off-south orientations; however further 
improvements in the thermal performance of window edges and frames are 
necessary i f  the entire window is to outperform an insulated wail. 

In t rsduct ion 

Of all residential building envelope elements, windows have typically had the 
highest heat loss rates. The rapid commercialization of low-emissivity coatings and 
low-conductivity gas-filling has begun to upgrade window performance in moderate 
and cold climates. Windows with R-values better than those of the best double- 
glazed low-emissivity! gas-filled window can provide added energy benefits in 
heating dominated climates. Simulation studies (Sullivan and Selkowitz,,1985) have 
shown that even north-facing windows with R-values greater than 6 hr-ft--F/Btu 
and shading coefficients greater than 0.5 (Le. at least half the solar heat gain of clear 
sinyle glazing) will provide more useful solar heat gain than conductive losses in a 
typical residence in  a northern climate. Such "supenvindocvs" thereby out erform 

higher winter interior glazing surface temperatures which result in more 
c o n  fortable spaces and reduced occurrences of condensation and the design 
freedom to use more and larger windows on all orientations. 

the best insulated walls. Other advantages of superwindows include signi I? icantly 



A s  a follow-up to these Iaht3rrrtot-y measurements, three different superwindow 
prototypes were designed a n t i  manufactured in conjunction wi th  three major 
national window nianufacturers (Arasteh and Selkotvitz, 1989). Each 
manufacturer's prototype was an adaptation o f  the superwindow principles (three. 
layers, one low-emissivi ty coating 
to their existing glazing and sast. cc:. strarnts. The three designs and thermal 
performance data on are presented in previous studies (Arasteh and Selkowitz, 
198q) and summarized in Tables ! and 2, !rl order to assess the annual energy 
impacts of these windows, the three houses and windows were monitored over the 
course of the 19W- 1990 heating season. 

gap, and the use of Iow-co[iductivity gas fills) 

I t  is the intent ofthis and related research at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory to 
provide manuhcturerrs :,nd consiinit'rs w i t h  real-time perforntance data an 
supewiklows {compared to currently available products) in order to promote their 
optimum design and use. It, is n o t  the intent of this project to compare the relative 
performance between di Ffer'srit rrianufacturers' existing window prtcfucts or 
p r o t I-)  type s u pe rw i ri d o w s . 

Definitively m e w  iring the in-lsitu performance ot' a new window product in an 
occupied residerire can be c k w  t o  impossible. The ideal monitoring project would 
invailve building t w )  i denhx l  hoi ivs  o n  identical sites, fitting one w i t h  the windows 
of interest (Le. superwindows) and the other with standard or control windows. The 
energy use of each house would then be monitored every hour arid the difference 
attributed to the improved windows. Unfortunately, even among supposedly 
identical  house^, construction details and t\inrkrnanship variations as well as 
occupancy behavior can lead to variations in energy use on the same order of 
magnitude as the energy impact of the windows. Suchla plan, in addition to being 
very costly to implement, could therefore produce erroneous results unless 
undertaken on a very large statistical sample. 

However, instrumenting 3 window with a tieat flux sensor arid several rnermistors 
can provide both definitive qiidita tive and quantitative information on window 
thermal performance. W e  tc bok w c h  an approach in this study, equipping the 
interior surfaces of oiie s q x n v i n t i o w  arid one contrril window in each house with a 
heat tlux meter ;it [he ctx?ter of tht: glazed area and fou r  ttwrnistors between the 
center of the glazed a r t x  : t r d  the fr,irne. Interior room and exterior temperatures 
are also measured. All mea--urt:nient.s are taken every five minutes, averaged and 
recorded hourly, The layoi-11 of tht: monitoring equipment is shown schemiatically in 
Figure 1. Under no-sun conditions, and making the assumption that the windows 
are in steady-state each h o w  ( i ) ,  mi hourly center-of-glass 8.J-v;ilw (Ugi) can be 
calculated from the hour ly  cznter-t)f-g!asj ff ux (Qgi), the hourly room temperature 
(Tri), and the outdoor temperature (Tai): 

Because solar radiation w i l l  wtificially raise the tern erature readout of thermistors, 
we can o n l y  realistically rtitxtwre nighttime center-oFgl;lss U-values. Note that the 
exterior film coefficient and t h u s  the Ugi'S are based o n  site wind and cloud 
conditions which ;ire n u t  vdailal~lc. Hotvwer, t h k  is an insigrrificant (mission since 
the variability in exterior film cocfticients on the U-yaIue of LL low-emir4vity g9.s- 
filled windt~w i 4  w-iall (apprc~sim:trrly 0.01 Btu/hr-ft*-F) and negligible f i x  



superwindow (approximately 8.005 Btu/hr-ft2-F). Note also that total window U- 
values (including the effects of frames and edges) cannot be measured in the field. 

The other three thermistors were placed to co!lect useful information. Under no- 
sun conditions, the closer a window's interior surface temperature is ta ambient, the 
better an insulator i t  is. T4, the sash temperature and T3, the sightline temperature 
provide information c\n the relative thermal performances of these two areas, For 
conventianal windows, i t  is generally assumed that thermal bridging from s acers 
does not extend beyond 2,s" from the sightline; T2 was therefore placed 2.$ from 
each window's sightline to test this hypothesis on superwindows. 

Of primary interest to us, however, IS the arinual impact of these windows on the 
energy consumption of each house. During the day, the black heat flux meters 
measure both temperature-difference driven heat losses through the center-of-glass 
area as well as solar heat gains through the glazing assembly. (Note, our 
calculations are adjusted to compensate for room-bound solar gains striking the heat 
flux which flow outwards,) If losses are less than solar gains, the flu will be 
positive; if not, the fluxivi!I be negative. Due to the cold climate in northern 
Montana, heating was needed at all three sites for almost all hours  between the 
beginning of September and the end  of May. Figure 2 shows the average hourly 
exterior temperatures at all three sites for the monitoring period. While this winter 
was an ;Inusually mild winter, with only one stretch of severe cold weather in 
February, notice that the cold weather begins early in the fall and lasts well into the 
spring. Because heating was needed for this entire time period, all solar gains are 
useful. We can therefore define the annual energy impact (Qg) of the center-of- 
glass by summing the flux for each hour, i: 

Unfortunately, the effects of frames and edges (spacers) cannot be ignored. Frames 
and ed es generally have significantly higher heat loss rates than center-of-glass 

Thus, to determine Qt, the annual energy impact of the total window (center-of- 
glass and frame arid edge effects), we must add in the extra heat loss due to frame 
and edge effects and normalize for the appropriate proportion of non-glazed area. 
For each hour i, 

rates o P superwindows; furthermore, frames do not transmit any useful solar gains. 

where Ng, Ne, and Nf are the fractions of the total window made up by the center- 
of-glass, edge-of-glass and frame respectively. Qei and Qfj are the heat fluxes due 
to edge and frame effects respectively and are based on finite-element modeling 
(Arasteh and Selkowitz, 1989). For the purposes of this analysis, all windows are 
considered to be 2' wide by 4' high. On an annual basis, 

Qt = Ei Uti (4). 

Finally, we use hourly temperature cfatii from the four thermistors t o  illustrate the 
relative thermal performance of the different portions of the window. Since the 
closer the interior um-n kide su;c&ace temper;lturt.s of a window element is to  the 
inter ior  teniperature, the better ;in i n w h t ( , ,  i t  is, s i i r f x e  teniperatures can provide 
an indication of t h d  relatiw tht:rni;.tl performxice of different tcindotc c i ~ m p w e n t , ~ .  



Wlesul t s 

CVe first compare the average annual center-of-glass U-values for the six windows 
with those predicted by WINDOW 3.1, LBL's window heat transfer analysis 
program (LEL, 1988). This data is summarized in Table 3. In  general, the 
agreement is very good. The superwindows show a significant improvement over 
the control windows. Figure 3 presents graphs of U-value over time for the six 
windows. Each point represents the U-value for one nighttime hour. The 
fluctuations in U-value are: attributed to changes in wind speed, temperatures, and 
me as u re me n t u nce rt ai n ties. 

Our only information on total window U-values for the 2'x4' window size used in this 
study is based on calculations (see 'Table 2). Previous studies (Arasteh and 
Selkowitz, 1989) have indicated a good agreement between laboratory and 
cai cu 1 at e d to tal wi rid o w U -values . 
Next, we compare the energy fluxes through all six windows over the total heating 
season (September - May), For comparative purposes, we calcuiate heat fluxes 
through a conventional 2x4 stud wall itlsulated with R-11 fiberglass insulation and a 
conventional 2x6 stud wali insulated with R-19 insulation, These wall heat fluxes 
are based QI-I actual hourly site temperatures. S i y e  these are electrically heated 
homes, the annual energy flux is given in kWh/W of window (or wall) area. We see 
from Figure 4 that, at two sites, the superwindows' center-of-gfass area outperform 
the R-19 wall. In fact, at Site 219, the superwindow is a net-gainer, providing more 
solar heat gain than it locases through conduction, convection, and radiation. Solar 
gains at Site 215 are cut-off by hills to the south-west and trees to the west of the 
west facing monitored windows. At site 217, the two superwindows do not perform 
as well as expected due to the severe blackage of solar gains by the deck 
overhanging the windows. Unfortunately, because of the poorer thermal 
performance of the frames and edges and because the frames are opaque to solar 
radiation, the total windows (both control and superwindows) perform significantly 
poorer than the center-of-glass area only. Note that in a 

20% is edge-of-glass area (that part of the glazed area where thermal performance 
is degraded by thermal short circuits through the edge and frame). 

ical residential sized 
window, approximately 25% of the total area is made up ? o frame area and another 

Figure 5 presents the howly  (daily average) center-of-glass heat fluxes for the six 
windows as a function of time. Figure f j  presents tcstai window (center plus edge 
plus frame) daily average fluxes for these windows. AF expected, the extreme cold 
weather (see Figure 5 )  keeps even the center-of-glass areas of the superwindows 
~ F O I Y I  being net-gainers on a daily basis for several months in the winter. However, 
as Figure 7 shows, on an hourly basis at Sites 215 and 219, there are sorrie daytime 
hours during the coldest part of the  winter when the control windows are net gainers 
and more hours when the superwindows are net gainers. Note that outdoor 
temperatures are between 5 and 25 F for the time period shown in Figure 7. 

Finally, we t u r n  to Figure 8 to assess the variability of superwindow interior surkace 
temperatures. (Because Site 217 was not heated, interior air and surface 
temperatiires fluctuated significantly; this data for this site is therefor n o t  
presented,) By normalizing all temperature differences to the center-of-glass to 
outdoor temperature difference, we elimiriate much OF the  scatter in these plots. In  
addition, we reference all temperature differences to the best insulating element of 
the window, W e  see that in  general TU_ is almost 3s high ;is T1; this tells us that the 



2.5" rule for edge-of-glass effects i s  reasonable, but not perfect for superwindows. 
At site 215, a wnyl insulating strip was added above the sightline to minimize edge 
thermal bridgin . This brought sightline terpperatures (T3) to approximately the 

control window which had comparatively much lower sightline temperatures. These 
plots, as well as infrared thermography and two-dimensional heat transfer analysis 
performed on the windows (Arasteh and Selkowitz, 1989), confirm that the frames 
and edges used with these superwindow designs are thermally inferior to the 
glazings. 

saint: as those o P the sash (T4). These vinyl irisulating strips were not added to the 

The intent of this project was to assess the potential improvements possible by 
changing from conventional low-e windows to superwindows, not to determine 
which supewindow performed best. As Figure 4 shows, all superwindows 
performed significantly better than their respective control windows. Furthermore, 
we must note that substantial differences in site characteristics forbid the 
comparison of superwindows with one another, or of control windows with one 
another. Site 217 received virtually no solar radiation. Even though sites 215 and 
219 were both west facing, site 219 was partly shaded by trees and 215 was 
significantly shaded by hills to the southwest arid trees to the west. 

Enerpy issues are not the only ones associated with superwindows. The warmer 
interior surface temperatures of superwindows result in less condensation on lazing 
surfaces and added comfort. Figure 9 plots the average nighttime center-of- fass 
temperatures for the room side of the superwindow and control windows at h e  215 
and Site 219. Also shown, are the temperatures at which condensation and would 
occur on these windows (at 50% and at 60% relative humidity). Site 217 is not 
presented because the space behind i t  was not heated. 

c o  ncl us ions 

The monitoring of superwindow prototypes arid control low-e windows in three 
houses in northern Montana has provided us new information on the field 
perforrnance of these windows. We can make the following conclusions: 

1) Field measured center-of-glass U-values agree extremely well with those 
predicted by WINDOW 3.2. We can therefore continue to use WINDOW with 
confidence for the design and evaluation of future superwindow prototypes. 

2) l i e  glazed areas of superwindows can be net anriual energy gainers, even on 
obstructed off-south orientations in a climate a5 severe as northern Montana. 

3) l'hermal bridging resulting from the use of conductive spacers and the added heat 
loss from high conductivity window frames considerably cle rades the thermal 

edges is niandatory for the next generation of superwindows. This issue is the topic 
of current research at LE%, and within the industry. 

performance of supenvindows. Increasing the thermal per I: ormance of frames and 

A new round of superwindows from the three m;inufacturers involved i n  this  project 
have recently been Installed at the test sites. '~11cs;c new prototypes include glazing 
and/or  frame and  edge irnprovernents and will he monitored over  thc 1900-1991 
winter. These prototypes and their monitoring itre the next step in oi i r  co1labor;ltive 



indust /ut i l i ty  research effort aimed at developing total windows which will 
outper 7 orm highly insulated u d l s  in cold climates. 

This project has fostered much interest among the industry, design professionals, 
and the public in superwindows. The first commercially available superwindow, 
offered to the public in January 1990, is an outgrowth of this project. 
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Table 1: Summary of Site and Window Characteristics 

Site 217' Site 215 Site 219 

Location Libby, M T  French town, 
M T  

Kal ispell, 
M T  

Orientation West West North 

obstruct e d 
by hills & 
trees 

Site 
Char act er is t i cs 

co m p 1. e t e 1 y 
abs t ruc t ed 
by deck 
overhead 

partially 
obstructed 
by trees 

Operator Type 

Frame Type 

Casement Casement Casement 

Wood, 
vinyl clad 

Fi be rg 1 ass Wood, 
alum clad 

Spacer Type 
(Control Window) 

Spacer Type 
(Superwindow) 

A1 u ni i n u m A1 u mi n u m Wood 

AI 11 rn i n u m; 
0.5" vi ny 1 
insulating 
strip over 
sight line 

Aluminum Wood, and 
Aluminum 

Glazing 
'4 ss e m b 1 y 
(Control Window) 

Double 
Glazing with 
LIW-E, Ar 

Double 
Glazing with 
suspended 
Low-E film, 
air 

Double 
Glazing 
with Low-E 
air 

ICY Width 
(Control Window) 

0.75" 1.125" 0.75" 

Triple 
Glazing with 
2 Low-E, Kr 

Double 
Glazing with 
suspended 
double coated 
Low-E Film, 
80Kr/20air 

G lazi ng 
Assembly 
(Superwindow) 

Low-E; one 
Kr, one 
air 

1.56" 1 .O" IG Width 
( E; 11 pe nvi n d ow) 

0.75" 



1 Table 2: 
Sum rc1 a ry o t' C h  n t ro  1 W i n cl ow and Su pe rw i n d o w The r ni a 1 Properties 

Site 215 
Super 
Control 

Site 217 
Super 
Control 

Site 219 
Super 
Control 

U -sit1 u e s 
(Btu/ hr-ft2-F) 
Center Total2 

0.12 0.19 
0.25 0.32 

0.18 0.26 
0.3 1 0.35 

0.16 0.27 
0.35 0.40 

S h ad i n t  
Coefficient 
(glazi rig only) 

0.63 
0.76 

0h2 
0.68 

0.67 
0.86 

Visible 
Transmittance 
(glazing only)  

0.66 
0.77 

0.67 
0.7 1 

0.67 
0.77 

Ce n ter-of-G lass I,J-vai ues, 5 hading Coefficients, rand Visible 'Transmittances 
calculated with WINDOW 3.1. Total Window U-values based on 
WINDOW3.1 /ANSYS calculations. 
3 -Total Window U-values based on 2k4' overall sizes. 



Table 3: Summary of  WINDOW 3.1 calculated and Field 
Measured Ce ri t er-a f-Glass U-values 

(Btu/hr-ft2-F) 

Site 215: 
Superwindow 
Control 

Site 2173 
Superwindow 1 
Su pe rwi ndow2 
Control 

Site 219 
Su pe rw i n d ow 
Control 

WINDOW 3S1  

0,12 
0.25 

0.18 

0.3 1 
0.1 84 

0.16 
0.35 

Me asu re d2 

0.13 t 1- 0,Ol 
0.24 +/-  0.02 

0,21 4- /- 0.01 
0.18 t /- 0.02 
N/A 

0.17 t /- 0.03 
0.38 t /- 0.03 

ASHRAE Winter Conditions (To =OF, Ti = 70F, 15mph wind, no-sun) 

Average of real-time (night only) conditions; September 1, 1989 through May 31, 

Two superwindows monitored at Site 217; no control windows installled 

Incorrectly specified in Arasteh and Selkowitz, 1989 

1990 



C antroll Wind ow Su pe window 

Figure 1: Side-by-side monitoring setup of control windows and superwindows and 
component window areas. 
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Figure 2a: Outdoor temperatures at Site 215 (Libby, MT) f r o m  September 1989 
through May 1990. 



Figure 2b: Chtdoor temperatures at Site 227 (Frenchtown, I\/IT) from September 
1989 through May 1990. 
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Figure 3a: Nighttime hourly center-of-glass U-values for the control window and 
superwindow at Site 215 (Libby, MT). 
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Superwindow # I ( 0 )  Superwindow #2 ( + )  

Figure 3b: Nighttime hourly center-of-gIass U-values f o r  the supenvindows at Site 
2 17 (Frenchtrlwn, MT). 
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Figure 3c: Nighttime hourly center-of-glass U-values for the control windows and 
superwindow at Site 219 (Kalispell, MT). 
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Figure 5a: Hourly (daily average) center-of-glass heat fluxes for the control window 
and superwindow at Site 215 (Libby, I'vi?'). 



Snpewindow #l (0) Superwindow #2 ( -t- ) 

Figure 7b: Hourly (daily average) center-of-glass heat fluxes for the supenvindows 
at Site 217 (Frenchtotvn, MT). 



Figure Sc: H o u r l y  (daily average) center-of-glass heat fluxes f o r  t h e  c ( j n t r o I  window 
and superwindow at Site 219 (Kdispell, MT). 
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Figure k i :  Nc ~i-nitlliztxl nighttime w u r n  side surface ttrnperatures for  the coritrol 
window at S i te  2 15 (Libby,  MTj.  



Figure 8b: Normalized nighttime warm side surface temperatures for  the 
supenvindow at Site 215 (Libby, ra/!T). 
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Figure 8c: Normalized nighttime warm side surface temperatures for the control 
window at Site 219 (Kalispell, MT). 
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F igu re 9 k~ : Ave rage nigh t t i me ce n t e r - o f-  g 1 ass t e m p t' r ;t t u r t: s f o r t h e c o  n t r o I w i rid ows 
and the supenvindows at Site 2 19 (K:.dispell, MT). Also shown Lire the temperatures 
at which condensation will occur f o r  50% R H  and 6OC;S Ri I .  






